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A Lie
 
I had not learnt to lie
To the stranger ahead
Or to the love beside
And wished i did not till i die
 
This pityful stranger
Has no cruel wish against
For what does he get from my lie or two
Meagre loss or profit both of few
 
But this sinful love i hold
'beware of it '
As i was ever told
Has made me wish... I did
With lies of lust or of the future due
In a swirl I wish i could explain
Neither am i a man of diplomatic thought
Nor do i hold a genius mind sought
This sinful love
Has made me wretch in never felt pain...
Its no agony that it be with me...
What hath i done to deserve ye
Oh pain much worse than to turn grey...
Into these sands..
Into these lies...
Wish i could believe....
But this sinful love has thought me how to lie...
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A Wishful Dream
 
I am shattered yet I smile
With none to smile with
With a crying heart for a while
Thinking of a memory ever alight
 
 
I am for now all alone
Even with hundreds around
I act around with a joyous tone
Even when my heart is nothing more
Than sorrow bound
 
 
I am dead yet I am alive
Sometimes I wonder why
Not by you, to strive or live
Why should I breathe and not die
 
 
I wish to see that smile
I wish to live again
I wish to be the reason just once again
For your angelic smile,
In joy and in pain
 
 
I now only imagine and fear
Of the pain in the future to come
The horrible pain that my actions will leave
And hell is sweeter I must say
To be away from you
For I truly from my heart “love you”
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At The Sight Of A Flower
 
As she stood as a morning flower
like she had bathed in a nectar shower
her fragrance rose to end the gloom
to make every flower in the garden bloom
 
With the cool wind she made my heart
to float in air for the cupid's stark
from then neither do i like the beautiful dew
nor do i think about the unknown few
for i want to see her beautiful face
and this is my life's pitiful case
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Certain To All
 
It is useless to try
for vanishes even a babies cry
also a wise man's lie
for we are all certain to die.
 
fate decided the time and date
some say they can go against fate
I laugh at all their foolish state
and say to all I think you are to late
for we get deserted by life's joy and memories
and we leave behind nothing but our glories.
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Come What May Brother
 
Let it rain or let it snow
For seasons come and go so slow
I shall stand by your side
On mountain peaks or in the depth of seas
 
Come what may I shall stay
Whatever comes I say
For we share our blood and will
Running on flames or gliding on snow
 
 
Shadows may follow like unsketched people
But they fade away with light and dark
Day and night or seasons which go
I will wait for any cause you say
Watching from the stars and sky
Even on mountain peaks or depth of seas
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Day And Night With Our Trees
 
Seeds of the past standing tall
Shooting branches for the future
Light beaming through leaves
Like a leopards eye gleaming in darkness
 
 
Sleeping at the foot we spent
Days and nights with the stars and the moon
Like the womb of our birth
The loving kindness the endless dreams
 
You never showed the pain I caused
Writing my name on your heart
At the end I shall go
Having your love in my soul
For I will remember all
The hearkened stories and the cool winds
The choler I showed on my loss
And the warm hands you gave
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Families Of Joy
 
I work and starve to live
I work and starve to give
to share the happiness with the family I know
how i wish i could make live in a castle of snow.
 
My life which they coloured
the joyous memories they showered
my deep wounds they healed
the sorrow of mine they sealed
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For You Alone...
 
alone i stare into this darkness ahead..
the darkness which snatches away to behead..
the darkness which you helped me, away..
with a smile, and happiness ever to stay
oh love.. you have thieved away my heart..
oh love you have given me the cupids stark..
you have given me life and much more..
you have given me your smile the one i most adore..
but yet i am sad and alone..
not as before, but like some grains blown
for i am away from you my love
my soul my life, oh beautiful dove...
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Her Love...
 
Oh eternal bride of the endless sky
Oh angel cloaked in mystic white
Oh princes divine glowing in celestial light
Oh love ineffable and shy
 
oh winds which part us by long
you can never break our bond strong
oh space which laughs at my lonely cries
oh time which shows me dreams of eternal lies..
 
i ask you all, for  the truth i know..
what do you feel from of her smile
what do you know of her spotless soul
what do you see of her glistening eyes
 
her angelic smile that i adore..
her timeless smile that i enshrine
her smile which dwarfs all of you..
the angel, the bride and the princess divine..
 
 
her soul which had transcend...
her soul for ever unstained..
her soul purest and prime
unlike you oh space wind and time
 
her eyes which in dark shimmer
her heart which come through clear
through her eyes her beauty pure
her love her life..i see for sure...
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In Life And Death
 
We will meet and we shall meet
the darkest day of our lives
For time moves on till a mirror reflects
For time doesn't stop neither for life nor death
 
Beauty and joy, wrinkles of pain
in life and time may remain a stain
Neither diamonds nor gold can stop its flow
for in life and death time will never move slow
 
For on the darkest day
of our flag, time will not lag
In repent or joy, time will show its stealth
for time neither mourns for life nor death
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In The Last Few Moments Of Life
 
Calling my dark heat of thought
living the blood shed still fought
in fields where corpses lay
where motionless in the future they will stay
 
Oh! there lay someones father
and there lay someones son
someones brother and someones spouse
when their people slept safe in their house
 
when rivers of blood flood the sand
and nations continue to fight for land
and infinite human greed does not succumb
even when thousands lay numb
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In The Refugees Camp
 
In the dark the chamber stood
where goblin like children begged for food
where people stood half nude
for the waters which rushed in were also crude
 
Animals didn't have their lives to brude
people fighting for their daily stew
for the stocks were only few
for the rich who rushed in were also crude
 
they cried and slept with the dead
with whom they also lived and fed
and none of them stood stead
so they joined those who led
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It Hurts
 
It hurts not to talk
It kills to walk
Away from happiness
And your smile
Away from you
Leaving my heart
Just like the shattered few
 
It hurts that I cannot be
With you forever
It hurts that I have to smile
It hurts that I have to live
It hurts that I can only dream
Of times when I can be
The reason for your smile and joy
 
It hurts that I have to lay aside
This heart that beats for you
It hurts that I have to act
To hide the truth, the fact
The dreams and the endless love
my heart and my life
its pain and its eternal strife
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Just A Few Words I Picked Up While Missing You
 
My heart sheds a scarlet tear
Not in sorrow not in fear
Not in agony not in anguish
Not in regret not in despair
Not in dolor not in languish
It does not lament
It does not mourn…
 
But it whispers to me in a mellow voice
It explains to me…How it felt….
 
When I saw your glistering eyes
With no sight more to see
When I saw your smile
With no beauty I ever want to see
when I held your harm,
with no thoughts to think
when I held you close
to feel you in my arms
when I kissed you soft
with nothing more to do
when I whispered to your ears
the words I wished to say
when I let my crown fall on your shoulders
with a breeze winnowing through your hair
when I stood next to you complete
with you standing next to me
when I gave you my soul
knowing it’ll forever be happy
when I understood that
I cannot be without you
When I repeated and said
“I LOVE YOU“
 
 
And all I could say was “soon”
A word with of a thousand meanings
For me and my heart
For I know that I will be complete soon
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For I understand what my heart tells
for my heart and i know
 
That I LOVE YOU
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Life, A Dream To Live
 
to be loved by all for no reason
to be confident never to do treason
to let a smile for eternal joy
for i was never born to be coy.
 
to do what i wish with no one to yield before
to live for all and never to score
happiness, joy, and most of all life
to be free, free from all human strife
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Me Tooo
 
me too
A soft voice said on the other side
me too..
me too she said...
a loving voice...deep and sweet...
replying to what i said
i said...
I love you...
my dear
i love you...
and meaning the same three words she said
me too
 
can i ask...as all mortals do
do you mean it...do you mean it my dear...
though the answer...i know
i know that you do...that you do...
cause the seconds...
i spent...
thinking about your voice...
thinking about your smile...
thinking about your blush...
thinking about....
thinking about you...
oh eternal seconds they were...
of bliss...of heaven...of life...
and if
your thoughts were enough
for heaven to be mine...
all i wish is you be mine...
when heaven shall be ours...
cause i too shall whisper one day...
me too dear...me too...
cause
i love you
dear
i love you...
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My Dear Lady Death
 
Gift me a boon my dear lady death,
gift me the boon of your warm embrace,
where all creation lay forever and ever
in silence, in calm, in peace.
 
Gift me a boon my dear lady death,
gift me the boon of your warm embrace,
where all tears fade away, where all smiles fade away,
in silence, in calm, in peace.
 
Gift me a boon my dear lady death,
gift me the boon of your warm embrace,
where the beat of my heart will be for those whom i love,
in silence, in calm, in peace.
 
Gift me a boon my dear lady death,
gift me the boon of your warm embrace,
where i  am death, where i am life,
where i am but anything but what i am,
in silence, in calm, in peace.
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My Love, For You
 
An eternal promise of love I wish to make...
for you and for you alone, not just for sake...
for every minute I wish to live...
together with you and with all comfort to give...
 
for I can never stand your tear...
nor can I ever let  you fear...
for I have fallen into the never ending bliss...
with the true love  you give with your kiss...
with your blush which dwarfs that of any bloom...
with your smile with which I shall face any doom...
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My One True Love
 
i do not understand what others say.....
yet i do what to do...
i do not know what to do.....
yet i do something though not by heart....
i do not wish for time to stop with you
yet my heart does cry for it......
i do know why it does so.....
yet i do not have the courage to help....
 
 
i am sad, yet i do not show..
i am happy, yet i do not laugh...
i am not myself, yet i do not worry.......
i am alive yet i do not feel anything......
i have everything, yet i am empty
i do not yearn for anything....
yet i hope to get something....
 
i do know what this  feeling is........
but i have never felt it before...
i am not the same any more...
for i have fallen in love with you
which is true from my hearts core
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Our Dark Hearts Of Thought
 
We laugh at the sick and the old
we laugh at all suffering the cold
such a pity, our hearts have never wept
for we have been pushed into the deepest depth.
 
Oh! such a pity, we laugh with a lie
we laugh at people, even as they die
we laugh at all with a pitiful gaunt
lost in deserts which forever haunt.
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Smile Of My Heart
 
I wonder how she could talk right to my heart
with her smile she brought me back from the dark
I wonder how she became a part
of me, when we were walking in the park.
 
To give a rose and make it shy
for I have found beauty much than the sky
I keep flying in an oblivious dream
as living in a world of cream
 
But now my heart both laughs and weeps
in day or night it never sleeps
now I live just for her smile
for my love is flooding like the Nile
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The Cherry Blush
 
The beautiful blush, the untainted glow
remind me of your smile and face
which forever stops my heart and times flow
which forever remind me of an angels grace..
 
But my love...
 
unlike the flowers which once bloom
which try to feigh your grace
your love, peace and most your angelic face
which purge away every spot of gloom......
 
I LOVE YOU
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The Perfect Dream Of Life
 
With blood and sweat I will wield
the fruits of joy I will yield
I will work till I reach my goal
then I will live as a joyous soul.
 
 
With the phoenix song and flowers for all
I will wait to light a fire by fall
and gain the things not displayed at a stall
with a life so simple, I will walk tall
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Truth Or A Lie
 
Truth or a lie I don't know
you may say as white as snow
behind my back you may repent
like the venom from a heartless serpent.
 
One day,
 
In your heart it may erk
till the day comes off dark
like a stark of light in your heart
when the cloaks of lie will be known.
 
For I know
 
On cheerful days or frightful nights
you may think and you may cry
or may be that you will never feel these
So, I can say, you know how to lie.
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